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Fast nonadiabatic control protocols known as shortcuts to adiabaticity have found a plethora
of applications, but their use has been severely limited to speeding up the dynamics of isolated
quantum systems. We introduce shortcuts for open quantum processes that make possible the fast
control of Gaussian states in non-unitary processes. Specifically, we provide the time modulation of
the trap frequency and dephasing strength that allow preparing an arbitrary thermal state in a finite
time. Experimental implementation can be done via stochastic parametric driving or continuous
measurements, readily accessible in a variety of platforms.

The fast control of quantum systems with high-fidelity
is broadly acknowledged as a necessity to advance quan-
tum science and technology. In this context, techniques
known as shortcuts to adiabaticity (STA) have provided
an alternative to adiabatic driving with a wide variety of
applications [1]. STA tailor excitations in nonadiabatic
processes to prepare a given state in a finite time, with-
out the requirement of slow driving. The experimental
demonstration of STA was pioneered in a trapped ther-
mal cloud [2], soon followed by implementations in Bose-
Einstein condensates [3], cold atoms in optical lattices [4]
and low-dimensional quantum fluids [5]. More recently,
STA have also been applied to Fermi gases, both in the
non-interacting and unitary regimes [6, 7]. Beyond the
realm of cold atoms, STA have been demonstrated in
quantum optical systems [8], trapped ions [9], nitrogen
vacancy-centers [10], and superconducting qubits [11, 12].
Their application is not restricted to quantum systems
and classical counterparts exist [13, 14], of relevance, e.g.,
to colloidal systems [15].

A variety of related control techniques fall under the
umbrella of STA. Prominent examples include counter-
diabatic or transitionless quantum driving [16–18], the
fast-forward technique [19, 20], reverse-engineered dy-
namics using Lewis-Riesenfeld invariants [21], as well as
the use of dynamical scaling laws [14, 22–24], Lax pairs
[25], variational methods [26] and Floquet engineering
[27]. The use of STA in the quantum domain is severely
limited to isolated systems, in which sources of noise
and decoherence are considered an unwanted perturba-
tion [28, 29]. Applications to finite-time thermodynamics
have thus been limited to the speedup of strokes in which
the working substance is in isolation and decoupled from
any external reservoir [7].

Controlling heating and cooling processes would pave
the way to the realization of superadiabatic heat engines
and refrigerators based, e.g. in an Otto or Carnot quan-
tum cycle [30–35]. Hence, the possibility to speed up the
dynamics of open quantum systems is highly desirable in
view of applications to cooling, and more generally, in

finite-time thermodynamics. In this context, the nonadi-
abatic control of composite and open quantum systems
using STA remains an exciting open problem on which
few results are available [34–39].

In this work, we introduce STA with open dynamics
and apply them to the superadiabatic cooling and heat-
ing of a thermal harmonic oscillator. We show that the
required control protocols are local and involve only the
driving of the trap frequency and the dephasing strength.
They can be achieved using stochastic parametric driv-
ing, thus harnessing noise as a resource.
Model.— We shall consider a single particle in a driven

harmonic trap, with Hamiltonian

Ĥt =
1

2m
p̂2 +

1

2
mω2

t x̂
2, (1)

and a density matrix evolving according to a master
equation of the form

dρt
dt

= − i
~

[Ĥt, ρt]− γt[x̂, [x̂, ρt]], (2)

the derivation of which will be provided below. The case
with constant dephasing strength γ admits the Lind-
blad form with position operator x̂ as the single Her-
mitian Lindblad operator. This naturally arises as the
high-temperature limit of quantum Brownian motion.
The dynamics with an arbitrary time-dependence γt is
generally non-Markovian. We shall show how a time-
inhomogeneous Markovian dynamics [40], corresponding
to γt > 0, can be engineered by tailoring noise as a re-
source. The dynamics along the process is assumed to
remain Gaussian, with a density matrix in coordinate
space of the form

ρt(x, x
′) = Nt e

−At(x
2+x′2)+iBt(x

2−x′2)−2Ctxx
′
, (3)

where At, Bt, Ct are time-dependent coefficients to
be determined from the master equation, Nt =√

2(At + Ct)/π being the normalization factor. This
form includes coherences during the dynamics, and rep-
resents a family of dynamical processes that, as shown
below, allows for a fast and controlled thermalization.
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As a relevant example, we consider the driving in a fi-
nite time tf of an initial thermal state, parameterized by
the trap frequency and inverse temperature (ω0, β0), to
a different thermal state with (ωf , βf ). For the Gaussian
variational Ansatz (3) to describe the exact dynamics of
the master equation (2), the following consistency equa-
tions are to be satisfied (see App. B)

Ḃt =
2~
m

(A2
t −B2

t − C2
t )− mω2

t

2~
, (4a)

0 = Ȧt +
4~
m
AtBt − γt = Ċt +

4~
m
BtCt + γt. (4b)

The parameter 2~Bt/m = −(Ȧt + Ċt)/(2(At + Ct)) ≡
Ωt is homogenous to a frequency, and directly fol-
lows from these equations. The boundary conditions
are given from the initial and final states, that we
choose to be thermal. As detailed in App. A, it fol-
lows that A0 = mω0

2~ coth(~ω0β0), B0 = 0 and C0 =

−mω0/
(
2~ sinh(~ω0β0)

)
. Similarly, for the final state

to be thermal, the coefficients at time tf should re-
duce to the values Af =

mωf

2~ coth(~ωfβf ), Bf = 0 and

Cf = −mωf/
(
2~ sinh(~ωfβf )

)
. The initial and final

states being taken as equilibrium states, they are sta-
tionary. This imposes the additional boundary condi-
tions Ȧ0/f = Ḃ0/f = Ċ0/f = 0. We also require that

Ä0/f = B̈0/f = C̈0/f = 0 at initial and final time—the
latter conditions are auxiliary, but guarantee a smooth
variation of ωt and γt.

A protocol speeding up the evolution from the thermal
state characterized by (ω0, β0) to (ωf , βf ) is obtained by
explicitly specifying both the time-dependence of γt and
ωt, as directly given by the consistency equation (4), ac-
cording to

ω2
t =

4~2

m2
(A2

t − C2
t )− 3

4

(
Ȧt + Ċt
At + Ct

)2

+
1

2

Ät + C̈t
At + Ct

,(5)

γt =
ȦtCt −AtĊt
At + Ct

. (6)

Engineering a shortcut to thermalization between Gaus-
sian states thus requires the ability to control both the
frequency and dephasing. The control of the harmonic
frequency ωt is performed with routine in a variety of
setups and has been used to implement STA in isolated
quantum systems, e.g., with trapped ultracold atomic
systems [2, 3, 5–7]. The requirement of a time-dependent
dephasing γt makes the dynamics open. It can be ex-
perimentally implemented from the microscopic picture
provided below.

Engineering of time-dependent dephasing rates.— To
modulate the dephasing strength γt > 0 in the laboratory
we propose two different strategies: (i) harnessing noise
as a resource [41, 42] or (ii) via continuous measurements,
which have been implemented in e.g. trapped ions [43]
and solid-state qubits [44], respectively.

(i) The master equation (2) can be obtained from im-

plementing the stochastic Hamiltonian

Ĥst = Ĥt + ~
√

2γtξtx̂, (7)

characterized by the Wiener process Wt = W0 +
∫ t
0
ξt′dt

′

defined in terms of the real Gaussian process ξt. While
such a stochastic process is not differentiable, all inte-
gral quantities can be defined from the Wiener increment
dWt = ξtdt. The noise-averaged expressions follow from
the moments 〈ξt〉 and 〈ξtξt′〉, that we choose to be zero
and δ(t − t′), respectively, to describe a real Gaussian
white-noise process [45].

The evolution of a quantum state dictated by the
stochastic Hamiltonian (7) is described by a master equa-
tion that we derive below. For a small increment of
time dt, the wave function can be written as |ψt+dt〉 =

exp
(
− i(Ĥtdt/~+

√
2γtx̂dWt)

)
|ψt〉, with dWt defined in

the Itô sense, i.e. fulfilling (dWt)
2 = dt and dWtdt = 0

[46–48]. A Taylor expansion of the exponential then gives

d|ψt〉 =
(
− i

~
(Ĥtdt+ ~

√
2γtx̂dWt)− γtx̂2dt

)
|ψt〉, (8)

the only non-zero terms being first order in dt or (dWt)
2.

Further, in the Itô calculus, the Leibnitz chain rule
generalizes to d(AB) = (A + dA)(B + dB) − AB =
(dA)B + A(dB) + dAdB. This gives the evolution of
the density matrix ρst = |ψt〉〈ψt| as

dρst = − i
~

[Ĥt, ρst]dt− i
√

2γt[x̂, ρst]dWt−γt[x̂, [x̂, ρst]]dt,
(9)

which preserves the norm at the level of each individual
realization. We then take the average over the realiza-
tions of the noise, and denote the ensemble ρt = 〈ρst〉.
Using the fact that the average of any function Ft of the
stochastic process vanishes, 〈FtdWt〉 = 0 [46], we find
that the evolution for the ensemble density matrix ρt as
dictated by the master equation (2).

(ii) Alternatively, the same evolution can be induced
via continuous quantum measurements [44, 49–52] when-
ever the strength of the measurement is time-varying.
Consider a quantum system subject to a continuous
quantum measurement of the observable Â. Its evolu-
tion is known to be described by the stochastic non-linear
master equation [50, 51]

dρstt = L(ρstt )dt+ I(ρstt )dWt, (10)

where dWt denotes a random Gaussian real random vari-
able of zero mean and variance dt. The characteristic
measurement time with which observable Â is monitored,
denoted τm, can be controlled by changing the measure-
ment strength. The deterministic part of the evolution
L(ρstt ) includes a non-unitary term of the standard Lind-
blad form,

L(ρstt ) = − i
~

[Ĥt, ρ
st
t ]− 1

8τm
[Â, [Â, ρstt ]], (11)

while the so-called innovation term reads I(ρstt ) =√
1

4τm

(
{Â, ρstt } − 2Tr(Âρstt )ρstt

)
. The latter is non-linear
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in the state ρstt and represents the measurement back-
action on the system resulting from the acquisition of
information during the measurement process. A spe-
cific trajectory is associated to a given realization of
the Wiener process dWt, and characterized by fluctu-
ations of the measurement outcomes given by drA =
〈Â〉(t) +

√
τmdWt. When the observer does not have

access to the measurement outcomes, the system is con-
sistently described by the state ρt = 〈ρstt 〉, which re-
sults from averaging over an ensemble of trajectories, and
that satisfies dρt = L(ρt)dt. So monitoring the position

operator (Â = x̂) with a time-dependent measurement
strength such that 1

8τm
= γt (obtained e.g. by applying

feedback on the system [52]), effectively generates the
master equation (2).

To sum up, the engineering of a prescribed modula-
tion in time of the dephasing strength γt can be achieved
via stochastic parametric driving or continuous mea-
surements, provided that γt > 0. Interestingly, both
techniques allow modulating γt independently from the
frequency ωt, which contrasts with the time-dependent
Markovian quantum master equation derived by driving
the coupling of a system to a thermal bath [53]. Our
scheme can be readily implemented in a single trapped
ion [54], in which the creation of an open dynamics with
artificial environment [55, 56] or via the addition of noise
[43] have been experimentally demonstrated.

Characterization of the dynamics.— The evolving
density matrix can be diagonalized at all time according
to ρt =

∑
n pn,t|ψn,t〉〈ψn,t|, the eigenvalues and eigen-

function being (see App. C and [57])

〈x|ψn,t〉 =

√
kt

2nn!
√
π
e−

k2
t
2 x

2

eiBtx
2

Hn(ktx) (12a)

pn,t = unt (1− ut), (12b)

where Hn denotes the Hermite polynomial defined from
dj

dxj (HN (x)) = 2jN !/(N − j)!HN−j(x). The effective in-
verse length kt and dimensionless constant ut that char-
acterize the control trap are detailed in App. C and
below. Interestingly, the evolving density matrix ρt can
be interpreted as a thermal state σt rotated through a

unitary transformation Ûx,t ≡ e−iBtx̂
2

by noting that

ρt = Û†x,tσtÛx,t. (13)

The density matrix σt, with coordinate representation

〈x|σt|x′〉 = Nte
−At(x

2+x′2)−2Ctxx
′
, corresponds to the in-

stantaneous thermal state of a harmonic oscillator with
effective frequency ω̃t and inverse temperature β̃t pro-
vided that

ε̃t ≡ β̃t~ω̃t = acosh(−At/Ct), (14)

ω̃2
t =

4~2

m2
(A2

t − C2
t ), (15)

assuming oscillators of equal mass. The effective in-
verse length is then explicitly given by kt =

√
mω̃t/~.

By construction, the two states share the same eigen-
values and σt =

∑
n pn,t|nt〉〈nt|, with the probability

now written in terms of a thermal probability at all

times, pn,t = e−β̃t~ω̃tn/Zt, the partition function being
Zt = 1/(1−ut), and ut = e−ε̃t . However, the eigenvectors

are different and |nt〉 = Ûx,t|ψn,t〉 correspond to the well-
known Fock states of the ‘reference’, time-dependent har-
monic oscillator H̃t—whose parameters are distinguished
with a tilde.

At all times of evolution, we have At = (k2t /2) coth ε̃t

and Ct = −k2t /(2 sinh ε̃t), which lead to Ωt = − 1
2

˙̃ωt

ω̃t
+

u̇t

1−u2
t
. So the control frequency and dephasing strength

can be recast in the form

ω2
t = ω̃2

t − Ω2
t − Ω̇t = ω̃2

t −
η̈t
ηt
, (16)

γt = k2t
u̇t

(1− ut)2
= −k2t

˙̃εt

4 sinh2(ε̃t)
, (17)

where the control parameter depends on the scaling fac-
tor κt ≡ k0/kt =

√
ω0/ω̃t and temperatures as

ηt = N0/Nt = κt
√

coth(ε̃0/2) tanh(ε̃t/2). (18)

These are our main results. The combined modulation
of the trap frequency and the dephasing strength is suffi-
cient to engineer finite-time shortcuts to thermalization.
Equation (16) gives the correction of the control of the
trap frequency ωt with respect to a reference one ω̃t that
needs to be experimentally implemented for the prepa-
ration of the thermal state in a finite, prescribed time.
A comparison of these results with the ones reported for
isolated systems with γt = 0 [24] shows that the control
parameter in Eq. (18) not only depends on the scaling
factor, but also accounts for the change of temperature
through an additional, non trivial term.

Our scheme can be implemented by choosing an in-
terpolating Ansatz between the boundary conditions im-
posed on the state, i.e. ω0/f and β0/f that define A0/f

and C0/f . For illustration, we choose

At = A0 + (Af −A0) f(t/tf ) and (19a)

Ct = C0 + (Cf − C0) f(t/tf ) (19b)

in the form of a fifth-order polynomial, f(τ) = 10τ3 −
15τ4 + 6τ5, to ensure a smooth dynamics. The modu-
lation of the control parameters ω2

t and γt readily fol-
low from Eqs. (14-18). Fig. 1 illustrates the control fre-
quency and dephasing strength corresponding to phase-
space compression and expansion protocols, discussed be-
low. Short control processes require trap inversion (a
negative squared frequency), which can be achieved ex-
perimentally via, e.g., a painted potential [58] or a digital
micromirror device [59]. They also rely on a dephasing
strength of larger amplitude, which can be experimen-
tally more challenging to achieve. We propose to use
the maximum of the dephasing strength, denoted γmax

as a measure of the “cost” to implement the process by
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FIG. 1. (a) Control frequency ω2
t /ω

2
0 for protocols with dura-

tion tf = 2 (blue) and 6 (red), and reference frequency ω̃2
t /ω

2
0

(dashed black). Fast protocols can require an inversion of the
trap. (b) Dissipation rate γt/γmax (solid lines) used to control
the dynamics and relative entropy S(ρt‖σt)/Smax (Eq. (20),
dotted lines), showing the distance of the state to a reference
thermal state. The shape of the dephasing strength and the
relative entropy is independent on the duration of the proto-
col, which only influences their maxima. Protocols correspond
to cooling, βf/β0 = 2, with compression (top, ωf/ω0 = 3) or
expansion (bottom, ωf/ω0 = 1/4), with ω0 = β0 = 1.

a technique such as stochastic parametric driving. We
show in App. D that the maximum dephasing strength
scales inversely with the process time, as illustrated in
the insets of Fig. 1b.

We further use the relative entropy, defined as
S(ρt‖σt) = Tr

(
ρt ln ρt

)
− Tr

(
ρt lnσt

)
, as a measure of

the distance of the engineered state ρt to the effective
thermal state σt along the dynamics. It can be written
as

S(ρt‖σt) =

∞∑
n=0

pn ln pn −
∞∑
m=0

(pn ln pm)
∣∣〈mt|nt〉

∣∣2, (20)

where the overlap of the eigenfunctions 〈mt|nt〉 is given
explicitly in App. E following [60–62]. Fig. 1 illustrates
the relative entropy between the engineered and the ther-
mal state. The insets show the maximum relative entropy
for different process times, evidencing that the state is go-
ing further away from a thermal distribution for shorter
protocols. The shape of the dephasing strength and the
relative entropy is independent on the duration of the
process, which only influences their maxima, γmax and
smax, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 1b.
Superadiabatic protocols.— Processes satisfying

βfωf = β0ω0 conserve the mean phonon number and
are often referred to as phase-space (density) preserving.

1

2

1.51 20.51

1

FIG. 2. (a) Schematic representation of the phase-space map
of final thermal states (βf , ωf ) reachable from an initial ther-
mal state (β0, ω0), highlighted with the black dot, through
STA control processes. States for which βfωf = β0ω0, cho-
sen along the gray line, can be obtained from unitary, phase-
space preserving processes, with no entropy change. STA in
open processes allow preparing arbitrary thermal states, while
stochastic driving with γt > 0 gives access to states for which
βfωf < β0ω0 (region highlighted in orange). (b) Associated
change of the von Neumann entropy for ω0 = β0 = 1.

The inverse temperature and frequency can be related
to two physical lengths, namely, the particle charac-
teristic length, given by the de Broglie wavelength,
ldB = ~

√
β/(2m), and the trap characteristic length,

λ
HO

=
√
~/(mω). Their ratio ldB/λHO =

√
β~ω/2 is

conserved for phase-space preserving transformation.
STA in closed systems are limited to phase-space
preserving cooling techniques, such as adiabatic cooling.
These processes preserve the von Neumann entropy
St = −Tr(ρt ln ρt) . By contrast, cooling and heating
processes altering the phase-space density and the
number of populated states lead to an entropy change
[63] and require an open dynamics.

STA for open processes thus allow reaching arbitrary
thermal states (ωf , βf ) from an initial thermal state,
as schematically represented in Fig. 2, along with the
variation of entropy. The sign of the dephasing strength
determines the variation of relative energy sign( ˙̃εt) and
entropy change. In particular, a positive dephasing
strength yields a monotonic increase of entropy. Indeed,
the rate of change of the von Neumann entropy reads

dSt
dt

= − u̇t
(1− ut)2

ln(ut) = γt
εt
k2t
. (21)

Protocols restricted to γt ≥ 0 allow only STA for ther-
malization to high-temperature states (heating), with
∆S = Sf − S0 > 0. Whenever values of γt can be engi-
neered, this restriction is lifted.

The maximum dephasing strength, illustrated in
Fig. 3, is specific to each scenario. It follows a differ-
ent behavior when changing the trap frequency at con-
stant temperature or vice versa. This is not surprising
since the two parameters correspond to different phys-
ical phenomena, as discussed above. The plateau ob-
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FIG. 3. Maximum dephasing strength γmax: (a) Contour
plot for an initial state β0 = 1 = ω0. We verify that γmax is
negative for βfωf > β0ω0, and nonnegative otherwise; (b) as
function of ωf for fixed βf = 1; (c) as function of βf , keeping
the trap frequency unchanged (ωf = 1), showing a plateau for
large values of βf ; (d) and on a line of constant βfωf = 0.5
showing that γmax depends on the specific choice of βf and
ωf .

served when decreasing the temperature at a fixed trap
frequency (Fig. 3c) might be set by the trap size, which
constrains the size of the particle. Interestingly, a given
final phase-space density can be reached from different
dephasing strengths, even when starting from a same ini-
tial state. In other words, processes yielding to βfωf
from β0ω0 can have different implementation costs ac-
cording to γmax, as illustrated in Fig. 3d.

In conclusion, we have introduced shortcuts to adi-
abaticity with an open dynamics engineered to control
the thermalization of a quantum oscillator. The result-
ing protocols are expected to be broadly applicable as
their implementation requires only a time modulation of
the harmonic frequency and the dephasing strength, ac-
cessible e.g. via stochastic parametric driving or continu-
ous quantum measurements. Our results can be directly
applied to non-Markovian dynamics whenever the am-
plitude and sign of the dephasing strength can be engi-
neered. Extension to obtain generalized Gibbs states and
for interacting systems is under investigation.

Acknowledgments.— It is a pleasure to acknowledge
discussions with Ángel Rivas and Bijay K. Agarwalla.

Appendix A: Thermal state of a harmonic oscillator

It is well known that the thermal state of a harmonic oscillator is Gaussian in the coordinate representation. For
the sake of completeness, we briefly sketch the derivation below. For a time-independent harmonic oscillator, the

Hamiltonian Ĥ = p̂2

2m + 1
2mω

2x̂2 reads, in second quantization ~ω(a†a + 1
2 ), where a =

√
mω/2~x̂ + i

√
1/2m~ωp̂ is

the annihilation operator. The coordinate representation of the thermal operator e−βĤ/Z is easily written using the
Fock states, defined as a|n〉 =

√
n|n− 1〉, and reads

ρ(x, x′) = 〈x|e
−βĤ

Z
|x′〉 =

1

Z
e−β~ω/2

∑
n

e−β~ωn〈x|n〉〈n|x′〉. (A1)

Solving the Schrödinger equation for the Fock state wave function 〈x|n〉 gives

〈x|n〉 =

√
k

2nn!
√
π
e−

1
2 (kx)

2

Hn (kx) , (A2)

where k−1 =
√

~/(mω) denotes an effective length characteristic of the harmonic oscillator. The coordinate repre-
sentation of the thermal density operator then reads

ρ(x, x′) =
k

Z
√
π
e−β~ω/2 exp

(
−k

2

2
(x2 + x′2)

)∑
n

(
e−β~ω

2

)n
1

n!
Hn(kx)Hn(kx′). (A3)

We use Mehler’s formula [57],

∞∑
n=0

un

2nn!
Hn(x)Hn(y) =

1√
1− u2

e2uxy/(1−u
2)e−u

2(x2+y2)/(1−u2), (A4)
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to rewrite the sum with the Hermite polynomials as a Gaussian, yielding

ρ(x, x′) =
k
√
u

Z
√
π

exp
(
−(k2/2)(x2 + x′2)

) 1√
1− u2

exp

(
− k2

(1− u2)
(u2(x2 + x′2)− 2uxx′)

)
, (A5)

where we have defined u = e−β~ω. Finally, with the explicit form of the partition function Z = Tr(e−βĤ) = 1/(1−u),
this coordinate representation also takes the form

ρ(x, x′) =
k√
π

√
tanh(β~ω/2) exp

(
−(k2/2) coth(β~ω)(x2 + x′2) + k2 sinh−1(β~ω)xx′

)
. (A6)

The same derivation holds for a time dependent Hamiltonian, and provides the initial and final coefficients A and C

given in the main text. We verify that the normalization factor is k√
π

√
tanh(β~ω/2) = k√

π

√
1−u
1+u =

√
2(A+ C)/π.

Appendix B: Consistency equations from the evolution of the Gaussian Ansatz

The master equation (2) in the coordinate representation reads

dρt(x, x
′)

dt
=

(
i~
2m

( ∂2
∂x2
− ∂2

∂x′2

)
− imω

2
t

2~
(x2 − x′2)− γt(x− x′)2

)
ρt(x, x

′). (B1)

For the Gaussian Ansatz given in Eq. (3) of the main text, the real and imaginary parts of the evolution equation
respectively give

Ṅt
Nt

+
2~
m
Bt =

(
Ȧt +

4~
m
AtBt − γt

)
(x2 + x′2) + 2

(
Ċt +

4~
m
BtCt + γt

)
xx′, (B2)

Ḃt =
2~
m

(A2
t −B2

t − C2
t )− mω2

t

2~
, (B3)

from which the consistency equations (4) directly follow.

Appendix C: Instantaneous diagonalization of the density matrix

We look for the eigenvalues pn,t and eigenfunctions |ψn,t〉 that diagonalize the density matrix ρt at any time. For
the sake of simplicity, we omit the time dependence in the notation below. By definition, the eigenvalues fulfil pn > 0
and

∑
n pn = 1, so we choose to write them as pn = un(1− u), where u can be seen as an exponential e−ε̃. We verify

below that the functions

〈x|ψn〉 =

√
k

2nn!
√
π
e−

k2

2 x
2

eiBx
2

Hn(kx) (C1)

correspond to the eigenfunctions. Note that orthogonality of the Hermite polynomials,∫
∞ dx′Hn(kx′)Hm(kx′)e−kx

′2
= δnm2nn!

√
π/k, guarantees orthonormality of the wave functions, 〈ψn|ψm〉 = δnm. To

justify the choice of this Ansatz and determine the time-dependent variables k and u, we start with the coordinate
representation

〈x|ρt|x′〉 =
∑
n

un(1− u)〈x|ψn〉〈ψn|x′〉, (C2)

and use Mehler’s equation (A4) to get

〈x|ρt|x′〉 =
k√
π

√
1− u
1 + u

e
−k2(x2+x′2)( 1

2+
u2

1−u2 )
eiB(x2−x′2)e

2uk2

1−u2 xx
′
. (C3)

By identification, we obtain

A = k2
1 + u2

2(1− u2)
=
k2

2
coth ε̃, C = −k2 u

1− u2
= − k2

2 sinh ε̃
, (C4)
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the reverse transformation corresponding to the physical setting being for u > 0 and 0 < −A/C < 1, and

k =
(

2
√
A2 − C2

)1/2
, u = −A

C
−
√(A

C

)2
− 1. (C5)

The mean phonon number easily follows as 〈n〉 =
∑∞
n=0 npn = u

1−u , and the von Neumann entropy S(ρ) = −Tr(ρ log ρ)
reads

S(ρ) = −
∞∑
n=0

pn ln pn = −u lnu

1− u
− ln(1− u) . (C6)

Appendix D: Maximum dephasing strength

We can show that the dephasing strength is inversely proportional to the time of the protocol for any polynomial
Ansatz interpolating between the initial and final state. The time for which the dephasing strength is maximal is
given from γ̇tmax = 0, which leads

d2fτ
d2τ

∣∣∣∣
tmax

=

(
dfτ
dτ

∣∣∣∣
tmax

)2

(Af −A0 + Cf − C0), (D1)

where τ = t/tf and where we have used dfτ/dt = dfτ/dτ(1/tf ). This equation could be solved for a specific polynomial

Ansatz fτ =
∑N
n=0 fnτ

n. Since γ takes a zero value at initial and final time, a non-trivial solution goes through an
extremum in the region τ ∈ [0 : 1]. We denote the root corresponding to this time r1. The maximum dephasing
strength is reached at time tmax = r1tf . We further have

γmax =
1

tf

dfτ
dτ

∣∣∣∣
tmax

(Af −A0)Ctmax
−Atmax

(Cf − C0)

Atmax
+ Ctmax

. (D2)

The parameters Atmax
and Ctmax

are polynomials of r1 and all terms on the r.h.s, apart from 1/tf , depend only on
the root r1. This yields γmax ∝ 1/tf .

Appendix E: Determine the eigenfunctions overlap in Eq. (20) to evaluate the relative entropy

We provide below the explicit form for the overlap

〈m|n〉 =

∫ ∞
−∞

dx〈m|x〉〈x|n〉 =
k√

2n+mn!m!π

∫ ∞
−∞

dxe−k
2x2

e−iBx
2

Hm

(
kx
)
Hn(kx).

This overlap can be expressed as

〈m|n〉 =
1√

2n+mn!m!π
In,m

(
1 + iB/k2

)
(E1)

by defining the integral

In,m(b) =

∫ ∞
−∞

dx e−bx
2

Hn(x)Hm(x), (E2)

where the indices n and m play a symmetric role. To solve this integral, we first write the exponential as e−bx
2

=

e−x
2

e−(b−1)x
2

in order to have a Gaussian for each Hermite polynomial. Then, multiple integration by parts yield∫
dx e−x

2

Hn(x)f(x) =
∫
dx e−x

2

Dn(g(x)), where Dn ≡ (d/dx)n, for any function g(x) [60, 61]. So, for g(x) =

e−(b−1)x
2

Hm(x), and choosing n < m by convention, we find

In,m(b) =

∫ ∞
−∞

dx e−x
2

Dn
(
e−(b−1)x

2)
Hm(x). (E3)
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We then expand the derivative Dn in a binomial form, use the derivative of the Hermite polynomial, Dj(HN (x)) =

2jN !/(N − j)!HN−j(x), and the definition of the Hermite polynomial e−x
2

HN (x) = (−D)Ne−x
2

to obtain

In,m(b) =

n∑
l=0

(
n

l

)
2n−lm!

(m− n+ l)!

∫ ∞
−∞

dxe−x
2

Dl
(
e−(b−1)x

2)
Hm−n+l(x)

=

n∑
l=0

(
n

l

)
2n−lm!(−1)m−n+l

(m− n+ l)!

∫ ∞
−∞

dxDl
(
e−(b−1)x

2)
Dm−n+l(e−x2)

. (E4)

In order to evaluate the new integral, we write each of the derivates as a Fourier transform, using Dn(e−x
2

) =

(2i)n/
√
π
∫
∞ dt e−t

2

tne2ixt [62], which gives, taking α = (1− b) and j = (m− n+ l),∫ ∞
−∞

dxDl
(
e−αx

2)
Dj
(
e−x

2)
=

(2i)l+j
√
α
l

π

∫ ∞
−∞

dtds et
2+s2tlsl

∫ ∞
−∞

dx e2ix(
√
αt+s)

= (−1)j(2i
√
α)l+j

∫ ∞
−∞

dt e−t
2(1+α)tl+j

= (−1)j(2i
√
α)l+j

1

2
(1 + α)−

l+j+1
2 (1 + (−1)l+j)Γ

( l + j + 1

2

)
. (E5)

This leads to

In,m(b) = (1 + (−1)m−n)

n∑
l=0

2m+l−1
(
n

l

)
m!

(m− n+ l)!
im−n+2l

(
1− 1

b

) 2l+m−n
2 1√

b
Γ

(
1 +m− n

2
+ l

)
. (E6)

We can further simplify this expression by noting that it is non-zero only for (l + j) = (m− n + 2l) even. Choosing
m > n by convention, we thus find In,n+2p+1 = 0 for all integers p, and

In,n+2p(b) =

√
π

b

n∑
l=0

(
n

l

)
2n−l

(
1− b
b

)p+l
(2p+ n)!(2p+ 2l)!

(2p+ l)!(l + p)!
, (E7)

where we have used Γ(1/2 + n) =
√
π(2n)!/(4nn!) to explicitly write the Gamma function from Eq. (E5). Note that

this sum can also be written using the hypergeometric function 2F1, specifically

In,n+2p(b) = 2n
√
π

b

(
1− b
b

)p
(2p+ n)!

p!
2F1

(
1

2
+ p,−n, 1 + 2p, 2− 2

b

)
. (E8)

Using this expression or Eq. (E7) in (E1) with b = 1 + iB/k2 yields the overlap of interest.
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